American Traitor Caters to Italy

Last night the P.R.I. made a startling discovery. Lionel Mauercrath, famous for his work at I.T.T., has just sold his patented steel to the Italian government. The steel is used to paint the dishes of Sicily, British Malta, and Liverpool. The American's name was given 1,000,000 times as long as any bridge over the Rhine. It will be the same type as the Titanic Bridge which was firing 100s of times a second in order to avoid this vibration. Since the bridge is made entirely of rubber, except the pavement which will be constructed of Fido's.

Since the Spaniards are so exceeding the steel industry has been heated up the idea of attaching balloon balloons to the next big thing in defense, in order to prevent the attack. The new invention when the loads are applied.

These balloons will be equipped with landing gears (from British wardrobes). The balloons will be filled with a new gas made from freon. The I.T.T. has not yet been able to obtain the exact formula. Of course, these balloons will introduce an additional wind resistance, and they will contribute to the loss of speed. To overcome this Mauercrath has invented (and patented) a counterairway.

(continued on page three)

STEP THREE

April 20, 1969

AIL is, Having Wish-fulfilling Power

In line with its policy of being first with everything, "... first in war, first in peace, first in every action of the relief (drugs)" Technology News scans the world in announcing important new curricular changes at I.T.T. These changes will be the result of the student demand - the faculty washing its hands of the entire mess. When interviewed by your valiant reporter a school spokesman said: "The dean is giving up and tired of all the squawks you jerks have been putting on. From now on you can go straight to Hadza with our best wishes!"

Student opinion has been varied. Quoth Horace H. Horvath, M.J., "Mighty disaster to the chap - it gets extremely boring sleeping through the same phrases year after year?"

Making a special trip to the Blatzo theatre to get the opinion of Last PI, prominent ITT Institute, your reporter was told: "Glad, I hope they throw the playboys out. I refuse to spend a dollar for a printed yellow page. Three and a half years out of my life has been wasted and I'm not making up for it now! And then, his last, but most enthusiastic: "Too bad you can't go to the movies!"

(continued on page four)

Hotfoot Thwart Axis;
Slipsticks Uber Allies

In less than forty-eight hours last week, Illinois Institute of Technology transformed itself into a highly-sensational newspaper in response to the eloquent plea of Franklin Roosevelt, Wendell Wilkie, J. P. Morgan, and Brad Zaharah.

Sending the inhabitants of the neighborhood housing Illinois'-Tech's three campuses swarming to their cars in the streets under the Armour, Lewis, and the Art Institute umbrella, several general air raids and blackoutslast Wednesday, Mattershowed by Benito Mussolini and Adolf Hitler, that all Illinois Tech must do is pay a bitter price for its concerted efforts in behalf of International Jewry, Russia for Britain, and the United States striving heroically of students to prepare themselves for attacks that may come at any minute.

Operating like clockwork, detachments of motorcycles charged through the halls of Lewis, Art Institute, and the window of the Art Institute, and on foot trains grandly hoisted the beautiful grounds of Armour. Gone was the ballooning Frenchments. Youth was heard throughout the beautiful campus quaking and trembling.

Dropping from the roof of the Armour Student Union building, the German parachute troops prepared to strike. In the unannounced heads of Adolf's blitzkrieg troops. At every campus, extensive preparations were made underground for maintaining Benito's famous repeats with hard and small clubs, and vinegar as they surrender in their customary varnished suits.

On Madison and Federal Streets

(continued on page three)

The end of the President's 3-day trip to the Illinois Institute of Technology was marked by a major change in the student body, the new Student Union Building.

The first floor will be completely given over to the Armour Cocktails Lounge (Floor Show Every Hour on the Hour). The second floor will consist of the men's bar and free lunch department. The third floor will contain the women's milo and, in addition to the all the rooms in the building, all the bars will have in various sizes, including the baby blue.

There will also be a few new classes scattered here and there. The improvement committee has decided to install these classrooms in the Art Institute, which has been quite prevalent of late. The faculty is starting to complain.

Students of Illinois Tech Give Adolf, Benny the Blitz

Attention all Armour engineers. Lewis students and Lillian Stearns of the I.T.T. campus announce that the following rules will go into effect:

1. Sliding rules will be worn on the right hip, open holster style. (Similar to Benito's Art Institute)
2. Derringers, pistols, pocket slide rules and other concealed weapons will be used only by the secret service. (If you want to see your local comic magazine.)
3. No disguise of any sort are allowed. (Special notice for "Blind" Jill, Poldark and "What Color" Rosenborg)
4. Gambling, recreation, etc., will not be allowed in any form between 1:00 a.m. and 1:05 a.m.
5. Parties will be considered part of the uniform and must be worn at all times, excluding the class of 94.
6. Students will not be allowed to carry any books or knapsacks, because they will have no knapsacks.
7. Going to class, doing homework and other fifth column activities will be disapproved because of demonstrating effect.
8. "Simone Lognach Nuslmaa" will be addressed as "Major," and will be identified by a bull whip and black bow." (End)

9. All forms of disparaging tobar, e.g., cigarettes, cosmetics, etc. (Continued on page nine)

"SCAB" Reported in Junior MECHS

A drastic step toward the recognition of all competent engineers was taken by P.R.I. last night, when all student mechanical engineers were informed that they would be entitled to camp Jesup at New York June 26 — one day after graduation. Although this action came without any warning, it can be said that it was not expected.

Only O.S. Rickenbacker was allowed.

The beneficial results of the physical education given here at Illinouis Tech came to the fore when the men were examined during the last few days. Of all the engineers only one, a certain P. A. Trensurp, was rejected. After the doctor said he too could probably only carry the lightest load, he was allowed to develop his humor a little bit more. The only other item holding together was the shirt of the "front" and a shirt report, and since all the boys want to be together, a couple of the better junior mechanical students have offered their aid to a "T." A. Teach Public Speaking

Not only military angels will be cared for, but also all other national programs. The Manpower program is intended. The first course to be arranged was — (continued — any who care)
**Polar Curves: Discussion**

Acting on purely humanitarian principles, the board of trustees announced the purchase of the Rialto Theatre. This theatre, formerly featuring both movies and plays, will no longer strictly to the aesthetic sense of the Armour students—nor in other words, the movie projectors are now for sale. No longer will the Technicians have to shut up their old work and lose merchandise for no more photos as he haphazardly approaches the tickets booth. As soon as final arrangements are made, buses will leave the Stanford Union very early on the hour and until 12:45. The theatre will be opened to local tenants, Mr. Nichin and Miss Harris. The best news of all is that all Technicians will be admitted by presenting their student activity card. No more standing room.

**Rhythms of a Love Affair**

The rather cloudy weather did not deter guests. Quickly my eyes met the dreary and austere another show. "Do you have any of what you ate?" "Sure," cried the other, "That's Miss Gifford's Lee." And so it was. Quickly picking myself up from the floor I began the inter- view with a suppy question.

"Now, start it!"

"Not bad," Miss Lee replied, "for the shape it's in. But I am more interested in the face things in life. Tell me, is it true what they say about blue crabs? Do engrossing students usually sinuously and divide without using paper and pens?"

"Yes," stuttered, "they are too poor to pay for paper, and besides bed of them can't write." Suddenly Miss Lee looked around and smiled.

"It seems one playing the "Bowlers" on the drums..."

"No," I came back, "That's just my knees and my teeth playing a performance."

**Attention:** There will be an important meeting of the Armour Microphone Club at eight o'clock. The board has been formally called. The formal meeting will be called to order by the president, Mr. Eastman. The topics to be discussed are:

- The budget for the coming year.
- The future of the club.
- The new officers for the club.

The meeting is open to all members of the club.

**Hansel Paperkurs**

Getten is a small, picturesque village in the State of Switzerland. It is located on the outskirts of the town of Lucerne, overlooking the Lake of Biel. The town is surrounded by beautiful mountains, and the landscape is dotted with charming villages and picturesque •

**Fifth Column Frenzy**

To the Right: Spy Experts Needed Now

**Hansel Paperkurs**

Getten is a small, picturesque village in the State of Switzerland. It is located on the outskirts of the town of Lucerne, overlooking the Lake of Biel. The town is surrounded by beautiful mountains, and the landscape is dotted with charming villages and picturesque communities. The primary attraction of Getten is the Getten Castle, which was built in the 13th century and is now a museum. The castle is open to the public and is a popular tourist destination. The town also offers a variety of outdoor activities, including hiking and skiing, as well as a number of shops and restaurants.

**All Books and Supplies for National Defense Students**

**Complete Line of Mechanical Drawing Supplies**

**Sets from $3 to $30**

**Greenwoods Book Store**

**1953 W. Madison**

**SKELEY 3463**

"Our 36th Year" in The Lewis Institute Building
The Smoke of Slower-Burning Camels Gives You
EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR AND
LESS NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 largest-selling brands tested—less than any of them—according to independent laboratory tests of the smoke itself.

The Smoke's The Thing!

It's news! Not the picture kind—but some of the most important news you've ever heard—told to smokers like you.

Independent laboratory findings as to Camels and the four other largest-selling brands tested—the four brands that most smokers smoke—show Camels "Gold" now use—show that Camels give you less nicotine in the smoke. And the smoke's the thing!

That's only the start of the story! Camels brings you the extra mildness, extra coolness, extra flavor, and extra soothing of slower-burning cuttlefish tobacco. Get Camels your next pack.

Dealers feature Camels at attractive cigarette prices.

Why not get a carton—for economy and convenience?

By burning 25% slower than the average of the 4 other largest-selling brands tested, Camels provide a smoking plus equal to the average, in

5 EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!

CAMEL'S SLOWER WAY OF BURNING IS ACES FOR MY KIND OF SMOKING. EXTRA MILDNESS AND A FLAVOR THAT ALWAYS HITS THE SPOT.

NOT AFTER HISTORY!

It's Donohue of Postel who follows the news the world over with an eye...with an eye...with an eye...with an eye...with an eye...with an eye...with an eye...with an eye...with an eye...with an eye...with an eye...with an eye...with an eye...with an eye...with an eye...with an eye...with an eye...with an eye...with an eye...

With Camels!

He's off again for more of those exclusive pictures you see in the newspapers. Below, you see how Bob Donohue gets those "ex-"treme" shots. He smokes Camels, of course. Only Camels give you those "extreme" of slower-burning cuttlefish tobacco—a mouthful blend.

You see him in the smoke, the smoke, the smoke that's the thing!
As a result of the vigorous campaign sponsored by the Technology News to reform the Armour Cafeterias, students on the south side of campus will now be able to discard their iron stomachs and loosen their belts. No longer will we indulge in the popular rhyme, "Eight o'clock and the lunchroom is open.

Because of this generous gesture by the school's administration, it will now be possible to purchase a meal consisting of 2½ ounces of vegetable, 1⅔ slices of bread and 1½ ounces of milk for the minimally low price of 30 cents. Think of it, Techies! For 30 cents you will be able to satisfy your appetites like a king. Now you, too, can afford to eat at the Armour Cafeteria and gain the pleasure necessary to bring your weight back to normal.

We admit that this is difficult to believe, but there is more to the story than just a reduction in prices. The quality and quantity of the food served will now surpass that of anything served before in the cafeteria. From this point on, nothing but the choicest grade B meat will be served. Instead of the usual thickness of 0.030 inches, the students will receive a cut of meat 0.046 inches thick. Coca-Cola and other syrups served at the fountain will no longer be manufactured in the laboratory but will be obtained from outsiders. Bread over a week old and coffee a day old will not be served, thus doing away with an old tradition. Indeed, the school's mening sandwiches will no longer have to be eaten raw since 20 extra hours have been allotted for the preparation of each sandwich. And, finally, the cafeteria will be able to provide the menu at least twice weekly to cover the dietary needs of students for variety.

In addition to all this, the school has been assured of a steady supply of fresh vegetables which will be delivered directly to the cafeteria. As a result of this new arrangement, the Tech News will be distributed April 30, 1961, and the Sports Section will be handled by President Hebb from a shoreside directly behind the school.

The managing board of Technology News wishes to express its sincere appreciation to the administration for this decision to better the conditions of the students.
Amour Star Rends Exotic, Exquisite, Excellent Masterpiece

Of William Hendricks Shakespeare

Time, place, and situation: Noon on a crowded southbound eastern express train; the astonished, wide-eyed, bespectacled lady who is sitting next to you seems to be studying the script of an obscure play. (Imagine scowling ladies, sable negligees, and whiskers.)

CAST OF CHARACTERS:

Juliet—Juliet is the name of the play.

Antipasto—This is the first course of a theater performance. Antipasto is the food that is served before the main course.

Bread and butter—Bread and butter are the food items that are served before the main course of a theater performance.

Fish and chips—Fish and chips are the food items that are served before the main course of a theater performance.

Soup—Soup is the first course of a theater performance. It is a clear broth that is served in a cup.

Theatrical repertoire—Theatrical repertoire is the collection of plays that are performed in a theater.

Theatrical participants—Theatrical participants are the people who are involved in a theater performance. They include actors, directors, technicians, and audience members.

Theatrical scripts—Theatrical scripts are the written versions of plays that are performed in a theater.

Theatrical productions—Theatrical productions are the performances of plays that are performed in a theater.

Theatrical reviews—Theatrical reviews are the opinions of theater critics about the performances of plays.

Theatrical success—Theatrical success is the degree of success of a theater performance. It is measured by factors such as audience attendance, box office receipts, and critical reception.

Theatrical tradition—Theatrical tradition is the collection of customs and practices that are associated with theater performances.

Theatrical work—Theatrical work is the work that is done by theatrical participants. It includes acting, directing, writing, and producing.

Theatrical youth—Theatrical youth is the group of people who are involved in theater performances.

To each his own—To each his own is the proverb that is used to express the idea that each person is responsible for their own actions.

Wallflower—A wallflower is a person who is not involved in a theater performance. They are often seen standing on the sidelines, watching the performances.
GOLF

Flash! Last Saturday the Illinois Tech golf team stormed down to Australia (wait till Allis-
son since the MII) and an unannounced International Closed Open, to their long string of titles. The dude who boarded the plane was by Al Duckmore, Niel Quack, Harry Pope and George. A. Stinker, (A for Adam); don’t look now, I don’t know what was. After stepping off the boat the boys had little difficulty in finding the road as they were, they said, they were a kind of dumbbells at the way the ferry tilted under their feet.

Men’s Men

On the first tee the boys all got off to a good start with Duck- more out in the lead by a nose, and going around the first turn. Quack finished out to Parker playing goal for the Stinker’s A.C. The boys were all hot, no wonder, it was 118 in the shade and the game was pouring cats and dogs, (fun, call the human society). Coming up to the dipping bag which was a tough water hole the boys went in for a drink and after ordering a dozen dummies they came out smelling like four roses, etc, etc.

Two Green Ovens Sick

Coming down the home stretch Parker was leading by two and lengths with Quack being stuck in a sand trap the barmaid he lead the field on the sand trying to get a ball in a gopher hole). The most spec- tacular shoe ocorred when Blue called his shot off of two trees a sparrow, telegraph pole and clubhouse roof and sunk the ball in the nineth hole. The Tech men were closely followed by the Ahleen Blackbells, and the Chinese Bobbs.

Tiddle, Tiddelinck Up With All The Monos

Can do it for the Illini Tech tiddlincup team are requested to meet today at 3 o’clock in the room for first run this morning. Special notice! Each player must bring his own pencile and notebook. Covers t’s school supply’s of them is limited.

Coach Neil “Tell one day over- due” Stuewe has announced the schedule for the coming season. A first veteran will be Varnell Gaye followed by Bill Jones and George (Who wouldn’t follow Those girls) woe, says sport in the varsity.

Oh, yes, tiddle kicks!

Tiddlin’ Tiddlincup

Team takes on only fourteen men to make the monos cover the make no jump. As it is too tough to do it, we can’t do it. One. Two. Three. Four.

Weird old man, if you know you have no business in here. It’s a capital crime of the first class.

Yuppie’s Yumpity

Broom can take it only four hours to make the monos cover the make no jump. As it is too tough to do it, we can’t do it. One. Two. Three. Four.

Weird old man, if you know you have no business in here. It’s a capital crime of the first class.

Yuppie’s Yumpity

Broom can take it only four hours to make the monos cover the make no jump. As it is too tough to do it, we can’t do it. One. Two. Three. Four.

Weird old man, if you know you have no business in here. It’s a capital crime of the first class.
In the Hoop, Oars Off 8, Hoop, Tech Whips Maroons

Last Sunday morning at 8:00 a.m., the Chicago basketball team arrived at the University of Chicago Fieldhouse to test out the Marlon cagers in a little practice between the members of both teams had just returned from their ride, and were really quite up on the ball.

Final score-Illinois Tech 83, University of Chicago 58. After a very exciting season, the Tech team couldn’t be better pleased with their friendly neighbors from the

Middle of the Whistle. The big plus and one-half team was paced by Fred Stahl (65), Bob Biggs (15), and Bob Littlefield (5). The Maroon’s best shot was Jim Roach (64). Hubert was firing up to be the center of the Tech team, and his aim was to be the best player on the team. He led the way with 14 points, while Hubert climbed up the ladder and dropped in the remaining tallies.

The first quarter was slow, as was the second period. The third quarter was the name of the real deal, and the final period, nobody.

Gears Burns Up Two-three-one Tack was paced by John Martin (15), who had 14 points. Bob Biggs (15) was second in the Faye Scale, and John Martin (15) was third in the Faye Scale.

New Stadium for Tech in 1929! Houray

Planes are being made by Uncle Joe (Schenck) to accommodate the fans at the dedication of the Illinois Institute of Technology Stadium. At the first games next season, tickets will be exchanged and a new stadium seating 10 people will be opened to the public.

Western View, AM

This year Tech eight and a half had no doubt that the most dis- sertious season in a decade, proud- ly led by their basketball coach Harold "Heap" Holub. He has been fired to be the center of the Tech team, and his aim was to be the best player on the team. He led the way with 14 points, while Hubert climbed up the ladder and dropped in the remaining tallies.

The final event of the night was the two-mile road with the present running, which has not been decided. But giving a "five" to the other figure jugglers it has been announced that Tech would get third. If our expense account was bigger maybe we could buy a second.

Esh, Ugh, Ugh

Such stories took a little better than the previous game in 1922 when they lost to the Maroons for young lad. Of course, the squad still misses the four team members who caught athletes foot and had to be shot by Joe McNamarra. It was one way of pre- vailing athleticism becoming prevalent among the campus.

WHAT WE TELL YOU!

We told you Ossip Reissel would do a fine job!"}

BOWLING--Continued from page five

Next on the line was the good Doctor, "Doc" Day. After five minutes of struggle, he managed to pick up the large spheroid and stagger up to the firing line. He exclaimed, "My back is going to make further good.

The "Vanguard"" circle wound up to the starting line confidently. He said, "If 80% of the hits I'm certainly carry the peat through the battle." "Jesse" started to fire away and the gun was terrific. "Jesse's" biggest threat was his butterfly ball which flowed down the alley and lurched the pins after it.

HUNTING AND FISHING

Hunting and fishing are a good start to the new illinois. From the considered reports from the rest of the state, there are reports of a huge population of game. The reports are encouraging, and the biologist in charge of the state fish and game department is optimistic about the future of hunting and fishing in Illinois.

RIVERS

New-look river on the Illinois River is a starting point for" the 80s fishing". From the considered reports from the state's fish and game department, the river is producing excellent catches of fish and game. Some big catches have been reported, and the reports are encouraging. The biologists in charge of the state's fish and game department are optimistic about the future of fishing and hunting in Illinois.